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L Ibe Helmholtz's equations in a source-free lossy medium (c,!l, 0) are as follow~. 

V2E+k;E=O _--I 
kc ="\i- jlD!l(a+ j(f)E);;o =co,,jflEc' 

t:c = equivalentcomplex-pcnnittivity __ I 

(a) Determine the approximated intrinsic (wave) impedance 	llc of a rEM \vavc in 

11 good conductor (cr/ cm » 1).(1 0%) 

(b) From (a) explain that E- and II-field of a TEM wave in a good conductor have a 
phase difference of .'5°,(5°/(,) 

2. A 50-0 microstrip line is on a substrate with £, = .:I and d = 8 /1 m at f - 60 GHz 
(a) For a simplest pure TEM-waye approximation, determine the required line 

width w, guided wavelength A & wave velocity vp in the microstrip linc. (5'%) 
(b) By using the quasi-TEM-wave approximation, determine the guided 

wavelength A,if and wavc velocitv v, in the microstrip line. (5%) 
,---- - £.-1 E -1 1 -~ 

* in (b), use Eejf :::: T +-T~2(d7"W') and the line width w from (a) 

(e) Explain \vhy lhe microstrip line can not :,upport pure TEM-wave. 

(5%) 


3. It can be proven that a A /4 transmission line can be replaced by a cascade of two 
series shorter transmission lines (Za . f(1 ) with a shunt open-circuited short 
transmission line in the figure. Derive the 1\\-'0 relation formulas 
between Zo and (Z", Zb' (b). (20%) 

Zo,{=/.J4 

-h,'~': ",e'" 
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4. 	 Plot the normalized impedance point (to SO 0:) in the Smith Chart and the 

corresponding SWR circles. (15%) 
(alZ,=SOO; (blZ,=OO; (clZ,=75+j2S0;(dlZ,mIO-jSO 

• Draw the Smith Chart and figures approximately. 

5. 	 (a) Determine the TEa-mode impedance looking into a 20-em-Iong section of 
a short-circuited air-filled WR90 waveguide (cut-offfrequency:: 6.56 GHz) 
operating at 10 GHz. (100;',) 

ZTE =T]o,!JI-(!cld Ag =Ao/~I-(M/f 
(b) Explain why the waveguide phase velocity is higher than the free-space 

wave velocity 1 (5%) 

up =IXAg( = IXAo/ ~H/,//f »u}><._,,,,,,,(= IXAo) 
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Z4 = 750 Zj' =500. 

HaJf-wavc1cngth Dipole Antenna E-Plane 

Directive Gain Pattern 



